take a
free
testride!

DUO-BIKE ORTHROS

The social bike
Comfortably & independently together on the road
Independent, stable & safe on the road on a bicycle? Do you like to go out together, but
you can’t shake the fear of losing control of the bike? Then choose Orthros. This duobike makes it possible to be mobile and enjoy cycling, unlimited. On the Orthros, the
guide and passenger are seated right next to each other. A nice chat is like that so much
easier! Depending on your wishes, the Orthros will be tailored to your personal
circumstances.

We look at individual riders and their needs and

Standard equipped with a rotatable co-driver’s

want to create a better world for them. We are

seat.

innovating and optimizing our bikes continuously,
so that your bike is equipped with the best

It’s possible to let the passenger pedal actively,

materials and ensures you optimal comfort. It’s

passively or not at all.

super easy to get on the Orthros and the duo bike
ensures a stable ride because of Its ingenious

Eye contact & a pleasant chat is easy.

design. You can also safely remain seated when
The handlebars are adjustable in height and

the bike stops.

angle to create an optimal cycling position.
This duo bike is standard equipped with a parking
brake, easy to use hand brakes, hydraulic disc

10-year warranty on the frame and the front.*

brakes, 8 speed freewheel, tough Big Ben antipuncture tires and a safety lock (AXA solid).

* Register your Huka bike once via www.huka.nl/en/warranty and get a 10 year
warranty on the frame and front fork. Standard you get a 5 year warranty on these
parts and 2 years on other components (with the exception of wear sensitive parts).

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

Electrical support

Therefore we are able to make

Check out the possibilities via our

The Orthros is available with a

specific adjustments to your bike.

website or via your dealer

(PAS-vario) auxiliary engine,

Your special needs are a

which makes it easier to pedal

challenge for us!

Colors

silent pedal assistance is

Accessoiries & options

standard delivered in the following

standard delivered with a drive

The Orthros can be expanded with

help, three travel speed settings

various accessories and options.

•

black matt (RAL9005)

and one neat display.

Do you prefer another steering

•

white silky gloss (RAL9016)

The Orthros duo-bike will be

and therefore it’s less tiring. This

colors:

wheel or pedals or do you want
Support & custom made

that the passenger doesn’t have

You want to design your Orthros

In addition to the extra supports

to pedal at all? No problem, we

even more personal? Don’t worry,

that we can offer, as a stable

will take care of your wishes!

we got you! We can make the

footboard, armrest set etc., we

Orthros in any desired RAL color

deliver customization.

for you!

The 10 most important specifications

About Huka

Technical specifications

Orthros
150

Crank length in mm

Developed in Oldenzaal, we have
been producing bikes that make a
difference in the world of riders for

Inner leg length driver in mm

650-850

more than 40 years. Your mobility,

Inner leg length passenger in mm

650-850

independence and freedom is our

Seat height (from the ground) in mm

610

passion. With a committed team,
we provide a wide collection of

Tire size front in inch/ ETRTO

24 x 1,75/ 57-507

innovative bicycles and other

Tyre size rear in inch/ ETRTO

20 x 2,15/ 55-406

means of transport with Dutch

Driver maximum load in kg

120

Co-driver maximum load in kg

120

Seat width in mm per side

450

Seat depth in mm per side

380

design. You want to learn more
about the Orthros and our
assortment? Give us a call or visit
our website!

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

